We can increase cancer survival rates for 15 to 39 year olds when we make sure doctors can answer “Yes” to five questions.

Grab a video camera and join us in the Stop A Doc Video contest.

Show us your most creative way to Stop A Doc. Upload your video to YouTube and get your friends, family and community to vote.

Two categories:
• If you’re a patient, caregiver or SeventyK supporter make a video where you ask a doc if they know the 5 things.
• If you’re a doc or a medical student make a video and prove that you know the 5 things.

Cash prizes:
1st place $1,500
2nd place $300
3rd place $200

Deadline for submissions is October 23.
Winners announced on November 30.

Visit StopADoc.org for contest details, how to enter and official rules.
Instructions:
Use this prop hand in your video. These are the five questions to which your Doc should be able to answer “Yes”. Get creative, customize it, and make it your own.

1. Do you know that there is an adolescent and young adult cancer segment called AYA?
2. Are you aware of the unique physical, psychological and social needs of AYAs?
3. Do you know if there are clinical trials for AYAs?
4. Can you refer AYA patients to AYA specific resources?
5. Do you treat AYA patients and, if so, do you have academic and clinical experience treating 15-39 year old cancer patients?
Instructions:
This is the other side of the prop hand.